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Commented [EW1]: Kelly added “Vision” as a comment 

for overall direction of goals.  
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1 - AGRICULTURAL LAND AND BUSINESS 

CORE VALUES: 

Agriculture represents a broad spectrum of activities, including traditional farming, 

conventional farming, ranching, organic farming, and both large and small-scale animal 

operations. Whether individuals are directly connected to agriculture for economic 

purposes, or they benefit indirectly from agriculture and its products, agriculture is highly 

valued by county residents.  Beyond the benefits of the industry, its products and its 

economic benefits, agriculture provides a historical and cultural anchor to the community.  

GOALS: 

Goal 1.1 – Protect, Eexpand and diversify agriculture as an economic base today and for 

future generations. 

Goal 1.2 – Encourage communications between agricultural operators and existing rural 

residential neighbors about land uses and activities that may affect one another.  

Goal 1.3 – Create and consistently update an inventory map of productive agricultural 

lands. 

Goal 1.4 – List the full range of uses that may occur on contiguous tracts or within clusters 

of productive agricultural lands.  

Goal 1.5 – Establish clear standards that ensure that future residential and nonresidential 

developments do not interfere with adjacent agricultural operations and assets. 

Goal 1.6 – Support and facilitate the voluntary conservation of agricultural lands. 

2- WATER RESOURCES 

CORE VALUES: 

The importance of water resources spans most of the highest community values such as 

agriculture, wildlife habitat and recreation while domestic water is a necessary condition 

for day to day life.  The future depends on wise management, protection and conservation of 

water resources. 

GOALS 

Goal 2.1 – Continually engage with state level water resource agencies to advocate for 

keeping water rights in the county tied to lands in the county. 

Commented [EW2]: Need more discussion on this, as it’s 

largest source of conflicts  

Commented [EW3]: Steve Schrock- avoid overlay of 

good/bad ag   

Commented [EW5]: Separate out industrial ag v. typical 

ag and consider / address the differences.  

Commented [EW4]: Where do hobby farms fit? 

Commented [EW6]: Add innovation concept  

Commented [EW7]: Issue of ag/ residential mixes—

mapping rural res. Density & adjacent ag uses 

Commented [EW8]: Need standards around 

“predictability for ag” too 

Commented [EW9]: Keep contiguous? Find new language 

to incorporate other sections of land that are not contiguous 

but also important? 

Commented [EW10]: Also consider how to incorporate 

innovative aspects such as uses not yet heard of; could a 

list of unwanted uses be shorter than those permitted? 

Commented [EW11]: Similar to right-to-farm  

Commented [EW12]: Understand what’s here and work 

toward compatibility between existing/future uses; 

compatibility should be both ways ag/res and res/ag 

Commented [EW13]: List of issues that require review; 

those that are not allowed; and the inbetween.  

Commented [EW14]: Define the county’s role 

Commented [EW15]: Separate domestic from irrigation 

in concept and make sure that land development still 

allows/supports irrigation 

Commented [EW16]: Discussion included piece on how to 

incorporate consideration for impact on county by splitting 

water from land during the PC review process to give them 

a legal leg to stand on in order to prevent drying up land.  

Commented [EW17]: Consider down the road what 

subdivision regs can be in place to protect land by retaining 

its water rights 
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Goal 2.2 – Work with water and land management agencies to maintain or improve 

domestic, central water quantity and quality. 

Goal 2.3 – Identify domestic, central water providers that have capacity and are willing 

able to provide water for future growth. 

Goal 2.4 – Work with water resource and land management agencies to maintain and 

improve surface and groundwater quality. 

Goal 2.5 – Develop standards for proposed future land uses and activities to avoid or 

minimize impacts on water quality or quantity. 

3 - ECONOMIC GROWTH AND COMMUNITY 

DEVELOPMENT 

CORE VALUES 

The diversity of the local economy with agriculture, small business ownership, and natural 

resources provide residents with the sense of economic opportunity. Innovation and 

ingenuity resulting from the rural lifestyle and community interconnectedness play a key 

role in economic success. There is strong support for economic growth that aligns with local 

values and does not degrade the characteristics that form the quality of life in the county.   

GOALS 

Goal 3.1 – Facilitate business development by revising the land development code processes 

and standards to make the code clear, predictable, consistent, timely and cost-effective. 

Goal 3.2 – Identify locations and create standards for future business developments and 

residential neighborhoods where adequate water, public infrastructure and services are in 

place or can be feasibly expanded. 

Goal 3.3 – Establish clear standards to ensure that future business developments and 

residential neighborhoods mitigate impacts on adjacent neighborhoods, agricultural lands, 

and non-residential uses. 

Goal 3.5 – Identify developed residential neighborhoods and rural-residential areas and 

apply consistent countywide standards for uses and physical development parameters. 

Goal 3.4 –Identify valuable habitat, natural and cultural landmarks, natural hazards and 

avoid or minimize impacts on these features in site planning and design of future 

development. 

Goal 3.6 – Encourage home-based businesses and set parameters for allowed uses and 

physical development that may occur associated with home-based business. 

Commented [EW18]: Bob: add values heading that 

separates out the distinct concept of business development 

– was referring to the ag and ag business section 

specifically, but that may be captured through this value.   

Commented [EW19]: Bob: Use standards in the ag 

section too to increase the consistency.  
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Goal 3.7 – Develop revenue mechanisms to ensure that new development pays its fair share 

of the cost of expanding public infrastructure needed to serve that development. 

Goal 3.8 –Identify productive agricultural lands and establish site planning and design 

standards and incentives that keep agricultural lands in-tact in future developments. 

Goal 3.9 – Consider establishing clear standards and procedures for enforcing cleanup of 

refuse, debris, abandoned and dilapidated structures and inoperable vehicles. 

4 - ENERGY DEVELOPMENT 

CORE VALUES 

Energy development has been a key component of the economy and culture for many 

decades. Delta County has a diversity of energy production including coal, oil and gas, 

solar, hydro, and coal methane. There is support among residents to maintain energy 

development as a component of a diverse economy. However, there is also concern among 

residents about the impacts and unintended consequences of future oil and gas 

development.  A number of state and federal agencies have primary jurisdiction over gas 

and oil development, so residents look to the county to communicate with the industry and 

agencies and exercise its jurisdiction to advocate for local values. 

GOALS 

Goal 4.1 – Facilitate responsible and beneficial energy development and work with energy 

businesses and land and mineral management agencies to mitigate negative impacts of 

energy development facilities on ecology, community and economy. 

Goal 4.2 – Ensure that energy development businesses pay their fair costs of providing 

county facilities and services needed to serve their business operations and facilities. 

Goal 4.3 – Encourage private, commercial and public development of alternative and 

renewable energy. 

5 - PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE, SERVICES AND ASSETS 

CORE VALUES 

Many of the attributes of quality of life and the economy are publicly owned assets and 

public services.  The transportation network, public lands and core public service providers 

are managed by various jurisdictions.  Residents look to the county to communicate with 

the land managers and public service agencies to advocate for local values and to manage 

its own assets to support these same values. 

Commented [EC20]: Are you thinking some sort of cluster 

development type process to still allow development, but to 

preserve/protect ag land?  
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GOALS - COUNTY TRANSPORTATION 

Goal 5.1 – Inventory county roads constructed to serve high traffic volumes and evaluate 

the suitability of these travel corridors as areas to accommodate future development. 

Goal 5.2 – Inventory county roads constructed to serve commercial trucks and evaluate the 

suitability of these travel corridors to accommodate future development that includes 

commercial truck traffic. 

Goal 5.3 – Delineate areas served by county roads not designed to serve high traffic 

volumes or commercial truck traffic and establish constraints on future development 

accordingly. 

Goal 5.4 – Map planned county roads and planned improvements to existing roads and 

evaluate the suitability of these travel corridors as areas to accommodate future 

development. 

Goal 5.5 – Continue to coordinate with CDOT and comply with state highway access 

management and corridor plans. 

GOALS - PUBLIC LANDS 

Goal 5.6 – Support and advocate for multiple use of public lands that balances agricultural 

uses, recreation, habitat preservation, wildlife, and natural resource development. 

Goal 5.7 – Work with land management agencies to improve and expand outdoor recreation 

assets and to maintain and enhance public access to public lands. 

Goal 5.8 – Identify and maintain the legitimacy of existing public easements and other 

established public access to public lands and waterways. 

Goal 5.9 – Align county road maintenance and capital improvements priorities with the 

need for public lands recreation access and recreation planning objectives. 

GOALS - HAZARD MITIGATION 

Goal 5.10 – Create, adopt and periodically update a hazard mitigation plan. 

Goal 5.11 –  Secure federal and state funding pursuant to the hazard mitigation plan and 

complete the capital improvements needed to reduce risk.   

GOALS - COORDINATION WITH MUNICIPALITIES 

Goal 5.12 – Comply with the adopted intergovernmental agreements regarding 

development in growth management areas delineated around each municipality and 

periodically review and update the agreements as needed. 
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GOALS - PUBLIC SAFETY 

Goal 5.13 – Ensure that future growth and development can be adequately served by the 

existing capacity of county law enforcement, emergency management and other public 

safety partners. 


